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Real-life example
➢

Cancer:
➢

➢

➢

➢

Severe disease causing around 14.6% of death
yearly (as of year 2012)
On the tissue level: runaway cellular proliferation
and methastasation
On molecular level: mutated genes, structurally
altered chromosomes, broken and rewired pathways

www.endalldisease.c
om

Significant number of types and subtypes of cancer,
individual oncologic cell lines
www.telegraph.co.uk

Real-life example
➢

Data on cancer:
➢

➢

Question:
➢

➢

Genome-scale, molecular, phenotypic, clinical, etc.
How to combine and translate raw experimental and
biomedical data into efficient therapeutic suggestions?

The answer:
➢

Bioinformatics and Computational Systems Biology

Bioinformatics
➢

What is bioinformatics?
➢

Interdisciplinary field that develops methods,
algorithms and software to
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢

Retrieve
Store
Organize
Analyze

Biological data

Bioinformatics
➢

Major activity:
➢

➢

➢

Develop software tools to generate useful
biological knowledge
Computer science, mathematics and
engineering to process bio-data
Databases and information systems: store and
www.stsiweb.org
organize bio-data
www.ocib.ca

Bioinformatics
➢

Interdisciplinary research.

➢

Bioinformatics relates to:
➢

Computer science

➢

Statistics

➢

Machine Learning

➢

Systems biology

➢

Molecular biology

➢

Synthetic biology

➢

Chemistry

➢

Software Engineering

Bioinformatics
➢

IS NOT:
➢

Biologically inspired computer science:
➢
➢
➢

Neural networks
Genetic algorithms
Molecular computing

chewychunks.wordpress.com

www.exploredna.c
o.uk

computer.howstuffworks.co
m

Bioinformatics and Computational
Systems Biology
➢

Two tightly related areas with vague border:
➢

Bioinformatics:
➢

➢

analyzing bio-data to generate bio-knowledge

Computational Systems Biology:
➢

computational modelling of bio-systems and bio-processes to
generate bio-knowledge

Bioinformatics and Computational
Systems Biology
➢

Why analyze and simulate?
➢

To replace other measurements (save costs)
➢

➢

To understand biology
➢

➢

e.g., infer evolution of species

To predict the future
➢

➢

e.g., reconstruct rules underlying biological mechanisms

To reconstruct the past
➢

➢

e.g., predict protein structure from sequence

e.g., medical diagnosis and therapeutic suggestions

To improve organisms
➢

eg., make better beer, produce bio-fuel, create bio-computers, etc.

Avalanche and complexity of data
➢

Big data (3V by Gartner, Dough Laney):
➢

High volume:
➢
➢
➢

➢

High velocity:
➢
➢

➢

e.g., sequence data storage could reach Petabytes – TCGA genome storage;
new dedicated high-speed fiber-optic channel between CSC in Espoo/Kajaani and Biomedicum in Helsinki;
Netherlands build dedicated fiber-optic network to exchange sequencing data between research centers

datasets grow and change every day
rerun and redesign your analysis pipelines

High variety:
➢
➢

➢

Multiple types of data (e.g., gene sequences, gene expression, protein interaction)
Multiple levels of abstraction and concept (e.g., molecular level, cellular level, tissue level, clinical, lifestyle,
etc.)
Multiple data structures, formats, standards and quality

Data types
➢

What data Bioinformatics deals with?
➢

Expression data (real-valued matrices)

➢

Population data (SNPs, Haplotypes, etc.)

➢

Sequence data (Genomes, genes, RNA, Proteins, etc.)

➢

Biomolecular networks (graphs with annotated nodes and edges)

➢

Molecular structures (3D coordinates of atoms)

➢

Biomedical data (Drug targets, mutated genes in cancers, etc.)

Expression data
➢

Gene expression:
➢

Translation of DNA protein encoding into mRNA

➢

Microarrays (DNA-Chips):
➢
➢
➢

➢

Two-channel spotted cDNA
One-channel spotted cDNA
On-chip synthesis of oligo-nucleotides (Affymetrics)www.pnas.org - Martin G. Weigert

Challenges:
➢
➢

Image analysis – de noising
normalization

www.imbb.forth.gr

Expression data
➢

Not all mRNA's get translated into proteins

➢

One gene encodes for more than one protein (splice variants)

➢

Protein expression:
➢

2D Gel Electrophoresis
➢

➢

Mass Spectrometry
➢

➢

Separating atoms by spectra

Immunoprecipitation
➢

➢

Molecule separation by two distinct properties

Filtering out proteins of interest by use of antibodies

Protein-Chips (Microarrays)
➢

Same idea with DNA-Chips

gelmatching.inf.fu-berlin.de

Sequence data
➢

DNA/RNA-Seq:
➢

Determining nucleotide order of a DNA fragment

➢

Chain-termination methods (Sanger sequencing):
➢
➢

➢

First generation (80's – mid 2000's)
First human genome

ian.umces.edu

Next-generation methods (high-throughput sequencing):
➢
➢
➢

e.g., Illumina (Solexa) sequencing
e.g., SOLiD sequencing
Faster >1000 times, cheaper <1000 times
biology.kenyon.edu

Sequence data
➢

Protein sequencing:
➢

Edman degradation

➢

Peptide mass fingerprinting

➢

Mass spectrometry

➢

Protease digest
antoine.frostburg.edu

➢

Typically, it is much easier to sequence corresponding
genes rather than proteins

Sequence data file standards
➢

FASTA/FASTQ
➢

➢

➢

SAM
➢

Sequence Alignment/Map format (1000 Genomes Project).

–

a text format for storing sequence data in a series of tab delimited ASCII columns

–

assign the sequences to a position with respect to a known reference genome

BAM
➢

➢

text file contains annotated sequence data

Binary compressed SAM

SRA
➢

Short (Sequence) Read Archive

Population data
➢

Multiple samples, multiple genomes

➢

Variations between populations or individuals

➢

Typically recorded as deviation from a reference:
➢

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms

➢

Insertion/deletions

➢

Haplotypes

➢

Source of phenotypic diversities

➢

Individual markers

➢

May cause Mendelian and other diseases

➢

Define individual methabolism of different drugs
➢

Personalized medicine

3D-Structures
➢

Protein structures:
➢

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
➢
➢
➢

➢

Based on measuring distances of heavy atoms with magnetic spin
Works for molecules in solution
Not very precise for macromolecules

X-Ray Crystallography
➢
➢
➢

Determine electron density from crystal
Not necessarily identical to native structure
Proteins do not like to crystallize: slow, expensive, risky

3D-Structures
➢

Metabolites (small molecules)

➢

DNA

➢

RNA
micro.magnet.fsu.edu

➢

Complexes
➢

e.g., Chromatin – DNA packaging

Biomolecular networks

Biomolecular networks
➢

➢

Comprise the information about interactions between cellular components (such as
ligands, receptors, enzymes, proteins, RNA/DNA, etc.)
Types of interaction:
➢

Protein binding

➢

(de-)Phosphorylation

➢

Methylation

➢

Protein activation/inhibition

➢

Gene/protein expression up/down-regulation

➢

Nodes: genes, proteins, enzymes, lipids, ligands, receptors, etc.

➢

Edges: interactions between bio-molecules

Biomolecular networks
➢

Three general classes:
➢

Protein interaction networks
●

physical contacts established between two or more proteins

●

molecular machines that are built from a large number of protein components
organized by their interactions

➢

Represented as undirected graphs

➢

Interactions between two proteins

➢

yeast-2-hybrid screens

Biomolecular networks
➢

Signaling transduction and gene regulatory networks:
➢

Directed graphs or hypergraphs

➢

Signaling pathways – cascades of biochemical events in proteins triggered
by extracellular cues

➢

Signaling pathways dictate the cellular behavior and responses to the
environment

➢

Regulatory interactions between genes

Biomolecular networks
➢

Metabolic networks
➢

the complete set of metabolic and physical processes that determine the physiological and
biochemical properties of a cell

➢

Represented as directed hypergraph

●

Comprise:
–

chemical reactions of metabolism

–

metabolic pathways (sequence of bio-chemical reactions)

–

Regulatory interactions guiding the reactions

➢

KEGG and BioCyc databases

➢

Flux balance analysis, ODE

Biomedical data
➢

More specific data, examples:
➢

Drug-protein/gene binding

➢

Cancer-associated mutations

➢

Copy number variations in cancer

➢

Cancer suppressor genes

➢

Clinical data

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Sequence analysis
➢

Goals:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢

Determine genes encoding proteins;
Regulatory sequences;
Structural motifs;
Repetitive sequences;
Identifying mutations and related sequences;
Comparing genes within or between species;

Sequence alignment:
➢
➢

Search for genes and DNA-seq in databases
DNA sequencing based on shotgun approach
➢

In general computationally difficult problem

www.sequence-alignment.com

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Genome annotation
➢

Marking genes and other biological features in a DNA sequence
➢
➢

➢

Find protein-coding sequences
Assign functions to genes

The first genome annotation software by Owen White in 1995

gmod.org

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Computational evolutionary biology:
➢

Trace the evolution of a large number of
organisms by measuring changes in their
DNA

➢

www.biology-blog.
com

Compare genomes to detect gene
duplication, horizontal gene transfer

➢

Predict future evolution

106compbio.wordpress.com

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Literature analysis (Text mining)
➢

Overwhelming amount of published literature makes it virtually impossible to read and
comprehend every paper

➢

Goal: employ computational and statistical linguistics to mine growing library of text resources

➢

Examples:
➢

Abbreviation recognition
➢

➢

Named entity recognition
➢

➢

identify long-form and abbreviation of bio. Terms

recognizing biological terms such as gene names

Protein-protein interaction
➢

identify from text protein-protein interactions

blogs.plos.org

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Analysis of gene expression
➢

➢

Determined by microarrays, RNASeq,
etc.
Challenge:
➢

➢

separate signal from noise. In need for
development of efficient statistical tools

Use:
➢

comparing gene expression profiles
between normal (control) and disease
(e.g., cancer) cells – differential gene
expression analysis

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Analysis of regulation
➢

Promoter analysis – identification and study of sequence
motifs in the DNA coding region

➢

Comparing stages of cell cycle

➢

Identifying co-expressed genes. E.g., with use of Bi-CoPaM

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Analysis of protein expression
➢

Detect protein masses present in a biological sample

➢

Measure techniques:
➢
➢

Protein microarrays, and
Mass spectrometry

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Analysis of mutations in cancer
➢

In malignant cells genomes are affected in complex and unpredictable ways

➢

Sequencing to identify previously unknown point mutations

➢

Identify copy number variations

➢

Compare sequences between known normal and tumor samples

➢

Identify mutated genes in individual patients and compare with known mutations

➢

Terabytes of data

➢

Hidden Markov model, change-point analysis used

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Comparative genomics
➢

➢

Establishment correspondence between genes in different
organisms
Evolutionary events:
➢
➢

➢

Point mutations: SNPs
Chromosomal segments: duplication, lateral transfer, inversion,
transposition, deletion/insertion
Whole genomes: hybridization, polyploidization and endosymbiosis

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Network and systems biology
➢

Network analysis:
➢

➢

Systems biology:
➢

➢

Understanding the relationships within biological networks

Involves simulations of cellular networks to analyze and visualize
connections between bioentities and processes

Artificial life:
➢

Building and simulating evolution of simple “virtual” organisms in
“virtual environment” to understand evolutionary processes

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

High-throughput image analysis
➢

Quantification and sub-cellular localization

➢

Morphometrics

➢

Clinical image analysis and visualization

➢

Behavioral observations of laboratory animals

➢

Infrared measurement for metabolic activity
determination

http://www.anduril.org/anima/ - by Ville Rantanen

Types of analysis in bioinformatics
➢

Other types:
➢

Prediction of protein structure

➢

Molecular interaction

➢

Docking algorithms

chemwiki.ucdavis
.edu

martin-protean.com

Public databases
➢

Biomolecular networks (protein-protein interaction, signaling,
regulation, methabolic pathways):
➢

PINA
➢

➢

KEGG
➢

➢

database provide pathway, enzyme, disease and drug data;

Pathway Commons
➢

➢

databse is used to fetch protein-protein interaction information;

database provides a uniform import for several pathway databases;

WikiPathways
➢

is an open, public wiki style pathway database containing several publicly curated signaling
pathways.

Public databases
➢

Gene ontology, genome annotation:
➢

Ensembl
➢

➢

database is the main source of genome annotations;

The Gene Ontology
➢

is used to represent biological processes, cellular component, and molecular functions;

Public databases
➢

Drug data:
➢

KEGG
➢

➢

database provide pathway, enzyme, disease and drug data;

DrugBank
➢

database is used as a source of drug target information;

Public databases
➢

Gene mutations:
➢

SNPs3D
➢

➢

Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer
➢

➢

is used to fetch information about mutated genes;

Tumorscape
➢

➢

provides text mining based candidate gene sets for varios diseases;

provides statistics of copy number variations in cancer;

The Cancer Gene Census
➢

database is used as a source for genes for which mutations have been causally implicated in
cancer;

Public databases
➢

Disease-specific databases:
TSGene

➢

➢

➢

is collection of suppressor genes;

The Cancer Genome Atlas

Public databases
➢

TCGA
➢

➢

➢

➢

The Cancer Genome Atlas
a comprehensive and coordinated effort to accelerate understanding of the
molecular basis of cancer
through the application of genome analysis technologies, including large-scale
genome sequencing.
Data types:
➢
➢
➢

Clinical
Microarray: gene, exon, mirna expression, copy number, DNA methylation, SNP
Sequence data

Open-source bioinformatics
software
➢

Bioconductor
➢

➢

BioPerl
➢

➢

Based on statistical R programming language, aimed to analyse
genomic data generated by wet lab experiments

Collection of Perl modules for developing Perl scripts for bioinformatics
applications. Involved into Human Genome Project

Biopython
➢

International association of developers for non-comercial Python tools
for computational molecular biology and bioinformatics

Open-source bioinformatics software
➢

Other titles:
➢

BioJava

➢

BioRuby

➢

Bioclipse

➢

➢

EMBOSS – software analysis package for molecular biology
applications
.NET Bio – focuses primarily on genomics

Web services in bioinformatics
➢

SOAP- and REST-based interfaces
➢

Allow for bioinformatics applications on user machines (thin client) to use
analysis software, computing resources and data on remote servers.
➢

➢

Advantage:
➢

➢

Examples: CGHub

No need for end-users to install and maintain complex computational environment,
software, hardware, data warehouse

Basic three classes (by EBI):
➢
➢
➢

Sequence Search Services
Multiple Sequence Alignment
Biological Sequence Analysis

Bioinformatics workflow
management systems

➢

➢

➢

Designed to integrate, organize, and execute a series of computational or data
manipulation steps, or a workflow in a bioinformatics application
Goals:
➢

Provide an easy-to-use environment to create custom workflow

➢

Provide interactive tools to execute workflows and visualize the results in real time

➢

Solutions for sharing and reusing workflows between the scientists

➢

Track and report workflow execution and creation steps

Workflow platforms:
➢

Anduril

➢

Taverna

➢

Kepler

➢

Galaxy

Simple Example
➢

➢

➢

Problem: 41 students, individual home assignment (encrypted file) per
student needed, generate 41 different encrypted files and post them on
web, verify correctness of encryption process – decrypt encrypted files'
Tools available: encryption/decryption software, text and table
processing tools
Question: How does one generate 41 different plaintext files and
encrypt them with 41 different keys, and then publish them on the web
in 1 minute and without getting bored of the routine process?

Slightly more complex example
➢

➢

➢

➢

Problem: basing on a given list of genes, acquire a signaling network, compute
nodes' centrality measures, visualize the network with nodes' centralities,
incorporate related figures and tables into a journal publication
Circumstances: the list of genes as well as the network change in time, since
new upstream related data are constantly arriving
Available tools: data import, format transformations, integration of intracell
signaling relations across many sources, graph analysis tools, text processing
tools, latex compiler
Question: how to integrate that many various tools in a situation of constant
input data change?

Big data example
➢

➢

➢

➢

Problem: having raw genome sequence data from healthy and tumor tissues from
100's of patients, having their clinical data (age, sex, nationality, etc.) and microarray
data (gene expression, methylation, phosphorylation, etc.) find gene mutations that
under particular circumstances with high probability cause certain type of cancer
Tools: data import tools, sequence alignment, sequence comparison, table
processing, statistical analysis
Question: How to collect immense amount of heterogeneous information of various
formats and from different sources and make sense out of it by combining different
tools from totally different domains?
An answer: ANDURIL!

What is Anduril
●

Computational framework:
–

Implements an API to interconnect various tools and integrate and
organize vast range of algorithms into pipelines (workflow networks)

–

Efficient schedule management, parallelization and distribution of
computations

Anduril, what for?
➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

Initial goal: enable systematic, flexible and efficient data analysis in the field of highthroughput experiments in biomedical research
Application area: in fact could be used everywhere for small and big tasks, where
automation of routine processes, integration of different tools and data is needed
Automation: performs unattended analysis, run-time stretches from a couple of
seconds till a couple of months!
Keep results updated: an Anduril workflow could be set to rerun periodically, to
keep-up the results to the latest updates in source databases
Not to be used in real-time applications!

Anduril, what does it provide?
➢

Anduril itself comes already with a large multipurpose package of tools for:
➢

Gene expression,

➢

SNP,

➢

ChIP-on-chip,

➢

Comparative genomic hybridization,

➢

Exon microarray analysis,

➢

Flow cytometry,

➢

Short-read sequencing,

➢

Cell imaging analysis,

➢

PPI, signaling and gene expression networks

➢

Data import and integration from internal/external databases, Internet portals, file
downloads and operations, etc.

Anduril, flexibility and scalability
➢

➢

➢

Anduril's application area could be easily extended, adapted and tailored for particular
needs.
Anduril provides libraries implementing its API to write Anduril components in the
following languages:
➢

R

➢

Java

➢

Matlab

➢

Bash

➢

Python

➢

Lua

One can adapt any computational tool working with standard input/outputs via making
an adapter translating between Anduril's API and formats and modes relevant to the
tool.

Concept of workflows (or pipelines)
➢

➢

➢

➢

Workflow is a set of tasks (component
instances) organized in a directed network
Each component instance has some defined
set of inputs and outputs, where outputs of
an instance are connected to inputs of some
other instances
Instances without any inputs import data into
the workflow
Instances without any outputs normally
output the workflow's computation results

Workflow components in Anduril
➢

➢

➢

A component is a relatively small and simple program
accepting a number of parameters and files
Could be written virtually in any programming language, must
follow Anduril API. Libraries implementing Anduril API are
written for R, Java, Matlab, Bash, Python and Lua.
Also, one can add to Anduril pipelines basically any other
existing software that could be launched and controlled from
command line

Mokssiskaan
➢

➢

generic database and a toolkit used to integrate information about the connections
between genes, proteins, pathways, drugs, and other biological entities
combine various existing databases:
➢

PINA – protein-protein interaction

➢

KEGG – pathways, disease, enzyme, and drug

➢

Ensembl – genome annotations

➢

DrugBank – drug target

➢

Pathway Commons – uniform combination of several pathway databases

➢

WikiPathways – open, public wiki style curated pathway database

➢

Gene ontology, mutated genes, cancer related mutations, statistics of copy number variations, etc.

➢

Included into Anduril distrib

➢

Developed by Marko Laakso

Summary
➢

Bioinformatics:
➢

Highly interdisciplinary field
➢
➢

➢

Employs Computer Science and Math to design and use
➢
➢
➢

➢

Analyses biological and biomedical data
To gain insight and understanding of biological systems and processes

Algorithms, methods
Collection of software tools
For storing, organizing, analysing bio.data

Tightly related to Computational Systems Biology (modeling and
simulation of bio. systems)

